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Learn To Teach From
Your Own
Embodied Authority
As a teacher, facilitator, speaker, healer, women’s health practitioner or coach……
having specialised knowledge & effective embodiment practices to share, will have
you helping to lead the way with the Feminine Awakening Revolution.
This Teacher Training gives you foundational education in teaching Feminine
Embodiment, while you also gain your 200hr Yoga Teacher Certification –
but please understand - this is no regular yoga class!!
You will be able to teach it in your own way, with your own name, whether as
yoga classes, retreats or otherwise – we encourage your creativity. Our loving,
supportive community will empower you to own your unique gifts, for how you are
meant to be of service to women, as a leader in your community.
www.sacredfemaleyoga.com

What is Sacred Female Yoga?
Sacred Female Yoga will help you re-define what Feminine means,
because you will learn methods to cultivate your natural capacity
for both Yin Feminine + Yang Feminine energies. And you will learn
the stages of embodiment that women go through, to guide your
students effectively.

modern world are women, they are most commonly still practicing
like men.

Traditional Yoga is an ancient tradition that was created by men
for men. Those classical yoga postures & practices are suited to

Even though women can receive benefit from traditional yoga
styles, they do not access what’s possible from intentional female
practices. The sacred mysteries of energy cultivation for women &
women’s bodies, are distinctly different. Specialised knowledge &
practices can help nourish this innate female power we hold, and

men’s bodies and psyches. Although most who practice yoga in the

amplify it to help us through our stages of life.
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The womanly approach to yoga for women’s bodies & psyches,
was Founded by Dévashi Shakti in 2005-2008. Our unique female
anatomy, physiology, emotions, psychology & instinctual reality,
must be included if we are to truly evolve as women.
We also focus on the importance of emotional safety,
connection & release.
Instead of holding your expression inside, we help women let go
of constriction & find freedom within. This serves as a powerful
emotional detox, assisting women to move past the excessive
internalisation, which is commonly experienced from many

generations of patriarchal living.
We consider sensuality & sexuality as part of our
spiritual practice.
But rather than take these out of context, we emphasise the
importance of whole womanhood. Only with education of female
sexuality through all the seasons of a woman’s life, will you really
understand how to take care of yourself physically, emotionally,
sexually & psychologically; to embody self-sourced pleasure.
Without this whole philosophy on female sensuality & sexuality, it is
easy for women to perpetuate unconscious misogyny.
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What Will You Learn?
Female somatic intelligence in movement

Emotional detoxification in women’s healing

Phases of development in feminine embodiment

Trauma support in women’s healing

Emotional anatomy & navigation for women

Mystical menstruation practices

Female anatomy & physiology through a woman’s life cycle

Personal practice sequencing with the 4 main lunar phases

Womb wisdom & feminine meditations

Women’s ritual, circle protocol & space holding

Sensuality cultivation yoga & exercises

Practical teaching skills

Sacred sexuality feminine awakening in women’s yoga

& much more
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Instead of just learning a more feminine approach 		
to traditional yoga postures,

this training was NOT based on traditional Hatha Yoga. You will
recognise some movements, but the way we do them is different &
the reason we do them is different.

with us you will be learning how women’s bodies are designed to
move. Mostly it’s an un-learning of the control patterns that lock
down authenticity & keep your Shakti essence suppressed. We
embrace all stages & phases of womanhood in the training, to give
you a real understanding of honouring your female nature.
Instead of just learning the usual modifications for
menstruation & pregnancy,

We of course focus on the importance of physical
safety in all the movements.
Attention on alignment is valuable, but not to the extent that
you are constantly forcing, striving or pushing yourself. Unlike
many yoga classes, we emphasise muscle engagement as well as
flexibility, so your body can cultivate long term balance & health –
not injury & strain.

we teach how to fully enter into these sacred passages that
women’s bodies are designed to go through. The foundation of
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Teacher Know Thyself.

Those who apply themselves will feel confident to
teach after finishing the teacher training.

This unique training features a strong emphasis on understanding
your own body & psyche, so you can develop your own personalised
practice. It is only by really knowing yourself, that you will embody
the authority to guide other women. And in transforming yourself,
you can then stand in your truth & authenticity, as a teacher other
women will want to be lead by.

There will be many opportunities throughout the month, for
personal practice & for gaining practical experience in teaching.
Assessments throughout give you the chance to keep building your
skills & understanding along the way.
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We encourage you to teach in your own way & no two 		
women at the same training offer exactly the same
thing.
Personal & professional support is given from start to finish,
helping you to develop your own unique area of focus. This is
usually a combination of your own transformation, your soul gifts
& any previous skills. Assistance to effectively design your concept
& sequence your class is part of the process, so the professional

feedback helps you feel ready to teach publicly.
Being passionate about women’s empowerment is a 		
must to apply for this training.
You do not need previous yoga teaching experience. Those with
prior classical yoga training will find this is a very different teacher
training - in the philosophy, the knowledge, atmosphere & the
practices you will learn.
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The Teacher Training Intensive
This is a 30 day, fully residential & fully catered course. There
will be many full days in which you will be totally immersed in all
aspects of yoga teaching and practice. Some half days are allocated
throughout the intensive, for when the group needs a break.
You’ll share this journey with a group of resonant women in a safe,
sacred & supportive environment in which you will experience
an expansion of your capacity for self-leadership, sisterhood &

personal embodiment.
The days are full but not too long, which gives a sense of
spaciousness throughout the intensive. We finish in the evening
before dinner, leaving free time to rest & connect. Wifi is available
for mothers and partners who have family to connect with back at
home.
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Our Facilitators
This course is lead by the Founder, experienced Teacher
Trainer & Initiatress, Dévashi Shakti (RYT 500) who shares her
more than two decades experience with you. She is the worlds’
Founder of this comprehensive education in Female Yoga for
women’s bodies. Dévashi takes a powerful stand for Feminine
Sexual Sovereignty & all of her professional trainings are about
encouraging this in women.

She is joined by a passionate teacher teaching team. One is a
teaching assistant who is actively offering women’s yoga classes
& was previously been Certified in Sacred Female Yoga. Another
is Dévashi’s client care manager, who will take care of logistics &
other practical needs.
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Accommodation in our Costa Rica Retreat Centre
Room allocation happens on a first come, first served basis. At the
stunning Costa Rica location, there is a range of accommodation
options to choose from - from glamping to eco luxury rooms.
A US$250 deposit is due at first registration, to hold your room. And
the balance is due in cash on arrival, in June. Room options range

from US$1850 to US$3400 for the 30 days lodging.
Our students usually love to share the rooms, because of the close
connection formed during the intensive. To get a private room, it
is best to book early. Your room can only be secured once your
teacher training payment has been arranged.
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What you get with your training investment:
A month of invaluable women’s temple for self transformation,
training to teach women’s yoga for women’s bodies, specialised
knowledge on women’s health, wellbeing & embodiment process,
assistance & guidance to create your unique specialisation
for teaching feminine embodiment practices/ yoga classes,
presentation of your unique class & professional feedback before
you take it out into the world, practical marketing, 200hr Yoga
Teacher Certification, teachers manual booklet, teacher only video
library of all the movements & meditations (so valuable to refer to
later) & listing on the new Sacred Female Yoga online directory - for
those who get certified & are ready to teach.

$4797 Early Bird, by December 31st 2018
OR
$5497 Payment Plan total, must be completed by 30th June 2019

A $500 non-refundable deposit is due at registration. In case of
change of plan, no funds will be returned after 1st March 2019,
unless you find a suitable student to take your place, who gets
approved to attend.
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The
Application
Process

First step is to fill out the application form & send it back. By filling this out, you will in
the process become clear whether this is the teacher training program for you.
Then a teacher training interview is arranged, to meet you first + to answer all of your
questions. Not everyone who applies gets accepted, and places do fill up. Usually
places are finalised by March.
Make sure to send your application with plenty of time for your interview, as
appointments with Dévashi do book out.
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What do
previous
students have
to say?

This training is about the things every woman should know: how to know herself in
her own integrity. Knowledge that needs to be spread and recovered and spread
again. If you’re willing to get to the core and essence of femininity in your own right,
this is for you.” - Evelien, Netherlands.

“Dévashi is so true and authentic, and powerful but approachable. I really felt her love
throughout the entire process. The teacher training program was life changing for
me & it would be for any woman who feels weighed down by the world & is ready to
embrace their feminine essence & power. This training is about so much more than
just teaching yoga. It’s about shedding all our beliefs & ways of behaving that keep our
dreams & ways of behaving that keep our dreams & desires out of reach. It’s learning
a whole new way of being in the world, which is anchored deep within our own bodies
and our own truth.” - Kate, Australia.
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“It will change your life, your perspective on life and the way you
treat yourself. If you feel like something is missing in your life
and are not sure what it is, you will find what you are longing
for here. It is a training where you find your heart, yourself and
your sovereignty. It is a place where you are encouraged to allow
yourself to shine and to bring your gifts and passions to teaching,
for supporting other sisters on their journey. The teacher training

was next level! I loved every aspect of what we learned. Honestly,
the attention to detail in each woman embodying the poses was
incredible. Safety was always a priority and I was so impressed with
how much we went over the poses in different ways, so our bodies
could really anchor it in. There was such care, such support and
fantastic feedback.”
- Abby, Australia
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“Without a shadow of doubt, my years of mentorship with Dévashi
and immersion in her unique Sacred Female Yoga training has
had the greatest influence on my life to date, both personally and
professionally. Dévashi’s profound wisdom combined with her
loving, grounded presence has given me an unshakeable blueprint
of embodied knowledge as I continue to hold space for my own
growth and that of my clients. The SFY training was a deep dive into
meeting parts of myself which were hiding.

It gave me insights into possibilities well beyond a lifetime of selfimposed limitations. With this new awareness came a sense of
freedom and momentum to create signature offerings for my work
in the fields of birth and trauma. The potency and far-reaching
impact of Dévashi’s teachings are I believe evident in the feedback
I receive from clients who experience these classes, and the
colleagues who refer them”
- Nisha Gill, Australia.
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